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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

Murphys Waves Ltd are world leaders in the design 
and manufacture of high quality wave generators 
and specialised surf generator systems for wave 
pools, surf pools or surf parks.

Our new ‘Surf-Air’ attraction is the world’s �rst ever 
in�atable �ow sur�ng ride. The Surf-Air requires absolutely 
no construction and it can be fully in�ated and 
made operational in only a few short hours.
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BACKGROUNDBACKGROUND

The Surf-Air® has patent pending technology and 
does not require any construction work (just a �rm base
for the ride to sit on). 

Surf-Air can be erected in only a few hours 
making it perfect for both long and short term operation, 
or as a portable attraction that can be moved from city to city.

 

It’s unique padded & flexible surface ensures 
maximum safety during all levels of use.

Not only thrilling for those riding, the open-plan 
design also makes Surf-Air perfect for spectators, 
inviting those watching to become involved and 
really feel the action close-up.
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SURF-AIRSURF-AIR

Surf-Air caters for all levels of rider,  as you will see 
in the coming pages.

Surf-Air can be in�ated and made fully operational 
in only a few hours making it the perfect surf attraction 
for water parks, campsites and shopping malls etc.  
The ride can even be located on the beach or taken 
from city to city for publicity events. 

Surf-Air uses our unique patent pending 
in�atable Soft Fall ride surface. 
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FULLY TRANSPORTABLEFULLY TRANSPORTABLE
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SPONSORSHIPSPONSORSHIP

The entire  Surf-Air® ride comes complete with 
a specially branded housing container for easy 
transportation (sponsorship branding is also 
available if required). 
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SURF-AIRSURF-AIR

The ride is supplied with pumps, �ltration system 
and the in�atable Soft Fall ride surface, all you 
need to do is add water (50m3) and have 
a power source available (150kw).

With no construction requirements and quick set-up, 
the mobile Surf-Air ®is perfect for: 
 
·         Water & Theme Park Installations
·         Publicity & Corporate Events
·         Attraction Hire Companies
·         Public and Municipality Parks
·         Hotel & Resorts
·         Seasonal Beach Attractions
·         Touring Competitions
·         Schools, Youth Clubs & YMCA
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GALLERYGALLERY
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CONTACTCONTACT

For further information on Surf-Air or any other 
Murphys Waves products, please feel free to 
contact us at:

Murphys Waves Ltd
Euro House
423 Hillington Road
Hillington Industrial Estate
Glasgow
G52 4BL
Scotland

Sales:   Jim.Stuart@wavesltd.co.uk
Enquiries:   Judith.Tait@wavesltd.co.uk
Enquiries:   waves@wavesltd.co.uk

Tel:    +44 (0)141 810 1313
Fax:    +44 (0)141 810 1414
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